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Security


International

International Atomic Energy Agency’s director general outlines plans to recalibrate agency. Nuclear newcomer countries play key role in meeting climate change goals. U.S.-Brazil Energy Forum leads to deal for extending life of Angra-1. Bilfinger wins contract for Hinkley Point C. Finland’s nuclear regulator prepares for licensing of small modular reactors.

Waste Management


Fuel

President Trump’s proposed fiscal year 2021 budget would invest $150 million in uranium reserve. Finnish government issues uranium recovery permit to Terrafame. Kazakhstan’s Kazatomprom sells interest in Russia’s Uranium Enrichment Center.

Research

National Nuclear Security Administration contracts BWX Technologies for HALEU reactor fuel. Department of Energy looks to advance compact particle accelerators. ANS’s 2020 Technology of Fusion Energy meeting to be held April 20–23.

Industry

AZZ sells off nuclear business to Paragon Energy; other business developments. BWX Technologies lands $1-billion contract from U.S. naval program; other pacts.

Standards

Standard approved; comments requested.